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GEOPHYSICAL ASSESSMENT REPORT

BEARMAN OPTION

LOCATION 4aE18NW8153 2 .1741 ASHMORE

This report covers work completed on an eleven claim 

block situated two miles east of the town of Geraldton and 

one mile north of Provincial Highway 11. The group lies in 

the Ashmore Township, Thunder Bay Mining Division, and the 

claim numbers are as follows:

TB 383601 

TB 383602 

TB 383603 

TB 383604 

TB 383605

TB 383639 

TB 383640 

TB 383641 

TB 383642

TB 385926 

TB 385927

ACCESS

The property is reached via Highway 11 to the Geraldton 

Sanitary Landfill access road two miles east of the Geraldton 

turnoff. This access road is followed to the landfill site 

and then a skid road may be followed onto the grid.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property is generally in a flat, swampy area except 

for two small lakes in the centre gJLjthe^grid., Hardrock Bay 

on the north side of the grid, and a morraine in the southeast 

corner. There is almost no outcrop on the property but it 

appears to lie in a belt of east-west striking intermediate 

volcanics bordered on the north by a dioritic intrusive and 

to the south by Timiskaming sediments and dioritic intrusive 

and drilling indicates the average overburden thickness to be 

about 40 feet.



LINECUTTING

A total of 7.7nn^es^f line was cut by J. Alix Co. Ltd. 

The baseline was established at 110O with picketted stations 

every 100 feet. Winglines 400 feet apart were then cut to 

the boundaries of the claim group with 100 fjjoj^stat^ns.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

PURPOSE

To investigate a conductive zone.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration 

Company, Limited did the survey under the supervision of 

Douglas R. Eaton, Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible 

for the survey.

INSTRUMENT S SENSITIVITY

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone

This unit is manufactured by Crone

Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man 

is equipped with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting, 

and a power supply of three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses 

the "horizontal shootback E. M. " method of surveying. One man 

transmits while the other man receives, and then the procedure 

is reversed at the same station. The coil operates at frequencies 

of 5010 Hz., 1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alterna 

ting current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating 

current into any conductive medium within the range of the 

magnetic field. The conductive medium emits its own magnetic



field (secondary field), and the combination of these two 

fields (primary and secondary) produces a resultant magnetic 

field. When the plane of the receiving coil is positioned 

in the direction of the resultant field, there is a minimal 

amount of current induced into the coil, and there is a mini 

mum indication on the field strength meter set within the 

receiving coil. The dip angle is read from the clinometer 

when the receiving coil is in this position. After the two 

men have reversed this procedure and they each have taken a re 

reading at the same location, the readings are added together 

to obtain a resultant dip angle. When the readings cancel 

each other out and the resultant dip angle is zero, then 

there is not any subsurface conductivity. But when the resul 

tant dip angle is 4-5 or greater then an anomaly exists and 

detailed readings are taken. A detailed survey necessitates 

readings on at least two different frequencies.

This shootback method helps to eliminate effects due to 

topographical relief and coil misorientation. The transmitting 

and receiving coils are 300 feet apart and the readings are al 

ways plotted midway between the coils.

To gain additional information a second electromagnetic 

survey was carried out using a vertical loop unit. This unit 

is also manufactured by Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey utilizes a transmitting coil which is hung 

from a mast in a vertical plane and a receiving or search 

coil. An alternating current is passed through the transmit 

ting coil producing an alternating magnetic field (primary 

field). If a conducting mass is near the coil a current is 

induced in the mass and the induced current will create its 

own magnetic field (secondary field). The secondary field



distorts the primary field and the distortion is measured by 

the receiving coil in terms of dip angles. The receiving coil 

is similar to the GEM unit already discussed.

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time 

as the E.M. with equally qualified personnel using a ̂ IcPhar 

FluxgateMagnetometer.

The same grid was used with readings every 50 feet, this 

being reduced to 25 foot readings over anomalous areas.

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E.M. survey.

A total of 363 GEM readings, 186 VLEM readings, and 849 

magnetometer readings were taken.

RESULTS S DISCUSSION

Both the GEM and VLEM detected a strong, near surface con 

ductor striking generally east-west and extending off our grid. 

This conductor runs from 4S on LOO to 13+50S on L44W and appears 

to have a vertical or steep northward dip. The frequency ratios 

and large null widths suggest massive sulphides as the source of 

conductivity.

There is an interesting magnetic zone which parallels the 

conductor and lies about 150 feet to the north. This could sug 

gest a second zone of mineralization but more likely is an ex 

pression of a northward dipping half-plane. Although the con 

ductivity of this half-plane is fairly consistent over the grid, 

the magnetic characteristics indicate that the source of conduc 

tivity around L8W may be different from that around L44W.

CONCLUSIONS S RECOMMENDATIONS

The crisp definition and favourable strength of the con 

ductor suggest it to be an attractive drill target. Previous



drilling in the area has not explained this anomaly and the 

writer recommends two holes be drilled between L20W and LOO,

Respectfully submitted by,

Douglas R. Eaton, 
Field Geophysicist, 
Western Ontario Division, 
February 13, 1975.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of St.tinn, 350__________________Number of Readings MAG; 849; CEM;^363; 
Station interval 50', 25' detail (mag) 100' (cem) T100p JvgD 400' interval

Profile .rale l'^4QO (CEM) l'^2QO (VLEM)——^^^^^^^——^——-^^———— 
Contour interval 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 isogams___________

, Instrument MCPHAR M-700 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER_________________________O ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
^ Accuracy — Scale constant ±5 gammas——————————^—^—,^——.^^^^^^^—————
C Diurnal correction method Check stations at 400' winglines on baseline 

S Base Station check-in interval (hours) LOOW, 00 Baseline^^^——-^—^^^^———— 

Base Station location and value ^^^^^^—^^^^^^^^^^^———^—^—^^^^-^^^^^-———^—
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Instrument CRONE CEM AND VERTICAL LOOP
Horizontal ShOOtbaCkCoil configuration

Coil separation
, o 

Accuracy -^______________________________________________________________

Method: S Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back CD In line CD Parallel line
Freqnenry 1 830 HZ ; 390 HZ___________________________________________________________

(specify V.L.F. station)
Parameters measured Distortion of primary field by secondary field in terms of 

dip angles.

Instrument ^^^^^^^^^^^——^-—^-^——..^^^^^^—.—^—^^——^^^^^^^—-...-...^^^^^^^—-.——-

Scale constant ^^^^^—^—-——^^^^^-^^^^^——-—..^^^^^^^^^——..^—^—.^^^^^^^^^^—..-.^——. ?~
Corrections made _____________________________________________________________

Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument _____________________________________________________ 

Method CD Time Domain CD Frequency Domain 

Parameters — On time ____________________________ Frequency ^^____

— O ff time ______________________________ Range -—^^^^^^

— Delay time ^^^-—^.^^^^^-—-——.^-^^^^—-—.^^^

— Integration time.

Power.

Electrode array _ 

Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode
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